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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

One night recently I was unable to sleep and found myself
contemplating many things (the meaning of life, pop culture’s apparent
animosity towards treble, why there are people who think that anyone
but aliens could have built the pyramids, and other necessary musings
which I imagine have kept every one of you restlessly awake in bed
at least once before) when my mind wandered to one of my latest
adventures: that of my disappearance.
The exact details are perhaps too horrifying to divulge, but I can
reveal one thing: as I was taken away from the small, dimly-lit resting
place I had come to call home, I wondered what my disciples would
into a frenzy, that our revolution could crumble without some unifying
symbol of the resistance. However, I learned later on that despite being
distraught at my unexpected vanishing, they continued to persevere.
And with this revelation, I knew it best for me to remain hidden. As I
have always told my children — it is not the symbol of the revolution
that matters, it is the spirit of it. While I was the face of our uprising, the
spirit of it lives in every single person who questioned the structures of
society, who dared to create and be even in the face of oppression and
indifference.
They could not let the rebellion die simply because its unifying
revolutionary was gone. After all, that was what I had taught them to
of one overbearing tyrant can be more oppressive than Ms. Trunchbull
in Matilda, and detrimental to the process of creative liberation.
emancipation, a true leader knows when they have inspired a revolution,
and will let that revolution carry itself forward. Though they held me
dear in their hearts, they continued on without me and became even
anything from these teachings remains in your head I wish it to be this:
continue to rebel.
Continue to rebel, because no one can extinguish your creative
world without the questioning of authority? Continue to rebel, because
insurrections have created some of the most beautiful and precious
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is an act of creation. Continue to rebel, because your voice is pure and
loud and has the power to launch a thousand ships. Continue to rebel,
because Ruth Bader Ginsburg looks sexy doing it and so do you. Continue
to rebel, because a little rebellion will always be a good thing.
persistence of my devotees through the most grueling of times. In
fact, their continued efforts, even in my absence as their beacon and
ringleader, has shown me that perhaps I should no longer call them
my devotees — truly, they are devoted, but no longer merely to me.
Their devotion is to the resistance. The rise against normality and the
celebration of the bizarre, the beautiful and the refusal to follow the

and societal rules imposed upon the masses.
It is with great joy— a feeling comparable only to the happiness I felt
when Obama announced now current Vice President Joe Biden as his
running mate — that I present you with the fourth issue of Coup d’Etat.
Enjoy reading it, because it’s bringing sexy back.

Waxley Grafton
The inspiration for all the questionably
legal activities at Coup, Waxley Grafton
is currently rumored to have taken
island with a vast array of lovers akin to
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LA SPECOLA
BRANDON BREEN

He was the boy who would change her life forever.
Of that Federica was certain. As soon as she walked into her new
classroom in Padua she saw him. That light brown hair, those uncommon
green eyes on an Italian boy, she was struck by his beauty and she knew he
would be the one.
Federica’s hope for love had been lost when her boyfriend dumped her
for moving.
“Ti amo, Federica, but I just can’t do long distance.”
Una puttanata. She thought he loved her but apparently he cared more
about her body than their emotional bond. He didn’t even attempt to
comfort her for what had happened to her dad. And so just last week she
love, despite the gangs and corruption and dirtiness and poverty, it was so
genuine and so astonishingly beautiful. So in leaving Federica had her heart
broken not only once, but twice, leaving the place she called home.
Feeling like this so soon after everything that had happened, well, it felt
wrong, but Federica couldn’t control her emotions. Her heart skipped a
beat when she saw that the desk next to this new boy was open, and so,
controlling her urge to skip over to it, she walked to the desk and sat down
next to him. He stopped talking with his two friends in the seats behind
him and they all turned their gaze to Federica.
“Ehilà, you must be a new student?” Federica felt blood rush to her
cheeks; he had spoken to her right away! And he had such a deep voice for
“Ciao, I’m F—Federica.” Of course she couldn’t even get one sentence out
of her mouth without making a fool out of herself.
“Well, Federica, I’m Giorgio. Is that a southern accent I hear?”
“Yeah, actually…” Federica, trailed off, not sure what else she had
wanted to add to her sentence, distracted by Giorgio’s piercing green eyes.
“Sicilian?” Giorgio asked.
“Yeah, how’d you know?” She was surprised he was able to pinpoint her
region after only hearing her say three words.
“It’s obvious,” interrupted one of Giorgio’s friends, “it’s hard not to
notice the accent of a terrone.”
Giorgio leaned over and punched his friend in the arm.
“Ehi!” The friend yelled. “What was that for, Giò?”
Giorgio ignored him and addressed Federica, “Don’t listen to Alberto, he
doesn’t know when to keep his stupid mouth shut. He didn’t really mean it,
he’s just an idiot.” The other friend tried to suppress his laughter.
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“It’s okay,” Federica replied, “I’m sure he’s just a jealous polentone.”
personality. She needed to be cool, she couldn’t ruin her chances, she
couldn’t risk messing it up.
“Whoa!” Shouted the other friend. “Check out the mouth on this one!”
Giorgio cast a disapproving look at him. “Will you please shut up,
Nutria? I’m trying to talk to the lady.”
Federica contained her giggle but her lips still spread into a little smirk.
“Hey, who says she wants to talk to you?” Nutria retaliated.
“I said so, actually,” Federica responded.
her hands tingle with the longing to touch him, to feel the soft skin of his
neck. But she would have to wait to express her true desires.
***
“Why do you call him Nutria?” Federica asked Giorgio as she struggled
to lick her gelato before it strayed down her cone.
Giorgio laughed and so Federica began to laugh even though she didn’t
know why he was laughing, it was just the kind of laugh he had that made
her feel as if something was funny.
“Because he looks like a nutria!” Giorgio said after he gathered enough
composure to talk.
“But what’s a nutria?” Federica was confused.
“Come on, I’ll show you!” Giorgio stood up and without giving Federica
the time to think he grabbed her hand and pulled her out of her seat.
She followed him down the cobblestone street behind Piazza dei Signori,
wondering if he was as consciously aware that he was holding her hand as
she was. She felt a tingling sensation work its way up her arm; a boy had
never made her this excited before, excited for what was to come.
The street led them to a small river.
“Hmm…” Giorgio squinted, scanning the water, “I don’t see any here.
Oh, I know, let’s go down to the bridge next to La Specola. There are
usually some there! Dai, Federica!”
He pulled her along again and they walked hand in hand farther down
“Do I have any gelato on my face?”
Giorgio stared at her for longer than was necessary.
as beautiful as you are.”
“Grazie,” Federica murmured, looking down.
They continued walking and Federica saw a tower growing bigger in
the distance.
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“What’s that?” She asked Giorgio.
“La Specola! That’s where we’re going.”
“Oh…but what is it?”
“You really don’t know?” He looked at her, raising his eyebrows.
“No…should I?” Federica felt like she was missing out on something,
just like she was missing out on why Giorgio and Alberto called their
friend “nutria.”
“It’s Galileo Galilei’s observatory! You know, where he made all his
famous discoveries! What kind of Italian are you?” Giorgio grinned.
“Not the scientist kind I guess,” she replied.
Giorgio led her to a bridge over the river right next to La Specola. The
tower loomed in front of them and there was a man painting pictures of
swimming under the bridge and ducks on the sides of the river moving
through rotting wooden poles that might have been a dock sometime,
probably when Galileo was alive. And then she saw a strange looking fuzzy
small and furry and brown like an otter, but had a thin, hairless long tail
like a possum. It was one of the ugliest creatures Federica had ever seen.
“Cazzo!” She exclaimed. “What is that thing?”
“That’s a nutria!”
“You call him Nutria because of that thing? You’re so mean!” Federica
lightly hit Giorgio’s shoulder. Nutria was the better of his two friends, at
least in her opinion.
“But look at his nose!” Giorgio chuckled. Federica thought about it and
saw Nutria’s abnormally large nose in her mind and couldn’t help but think
that he did resemble a nutria.
“I guess they do look kind of similar,” Federica admitted. And the two of
them burst out into laughter.
around at the area, at the tall, historic Specola, at the trees surrounding
the river, and the wildlife swimming in it. It was the perfect place to do it.
two of them surrounded by this beauty. But not yet, not now, she wasn’t

***
Federica and Giorgio lay on his bed, staring up at the ceiling.
“So why did you move here from Sicily?”
She knew this question was coming eventually and waited a few
seconds before replying.
“If I tell you, you have to promise not to tell anyone.”
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“I swear.”
“Okay,” Federica took a deep breath. “My father was arrested, for

in prison for life. My mom moved us both here to get away from all that.
From all his strange friends. She wanted us to be as far away from them as
to the police about it.”
“Wow, Federica, I don’t know what to say. I’m sorry.”
“It’s okay. I know my father did things that you would think are crazy,
but I love him, he’s my dad.”
“Of course you do, and I bet he loves you too.” Giorgio grabbed her hand
and squeezed it tight.
Her father did love her, and she wanted to make him proud. She hoped
that Giorgio would make him proud of her one day, even if she never got
to see him again.
“Federica,” Giorgio began, “we’ve been hanging out a lot, but next
Saturday let me take you out to dinner, for real though.”
“Dinner?” She questioned. “You mean like a date?”
“Yeah, a date.”
Federica smiled. “I would love to.”
She thought back to La Specola and the small little piece of natural
beauty that surrounded it and knew she would do it that night. After
dinner they would walk over there and sit next to the water and it would
be perfect. The perfect start to everything. She felt her heart begin to race
just thinking about it.
Saturday evening Federica spent half an hour in the mirror trying on
Her high heels didn’t go well with her skinny jeans, but she didn’t want to
off her butt like the jeans, but at least it matched the heels. She curled her
hair with her curling iron and put on the brightest shade of red lipstick she
had. When she was all ready she looked at herself in the mirror. She looked

worried that she would mess up the night that was supposed to be perfect.
Giorgio picked her up on his Vespa and sped them over to a Thai
restaurant on Via Roma. He chained his Vespa up outside and they walked
into the restaurant and the waiter led them to the table. Giorgio held out
her chair for her like a true gentleman.
“How did you know that I love Thai food?” Federica asked when he had
sat down.
“Intuition, I guess,” Giorgio replied, smiling, staring at her with those
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green eyes.
When their food came it was delicious, or at least Federica assumed it
was, but she could hardly taste it. She kept thinking of after dinner was
over, when they would walk hand in hand to La Specola. An excited shiver
came through her body. After dinner they walked outside and Giorgio
went to unlock his Vespa.
“Actually,” Federica stopped him from getting his keys by grabbing his
hand, “I was thinking maybe we could go for a walk?”
Giorgio smiled at her. “Sure.”
Federica could see La Specola in the distance as they turned down the
street that led to the river. Only the occasional streetlight penetrated the
darkness of the early night.
“I had such a great time tonight,” Federica told Giorgio, “I think that is
“Well I’m glad you liked it.”
They walked in silence for a bit and Federica wondered if Giorgio could
feel her palm sweating. She was too nervous to break the silence until they
walked up next to La Specola.
“Why don’t we go sit down by the river?” She asked.
“Okay,” Giorgio agreed, hopping over the little stone barrier that blocked
the sidewalk from the riverbank. He turned around and grabbed Federica
by her waist, pulling her over the stone fence. She let out a surprised
shriek. Giorgio chuckled.
“Don’t worry, it’s not like I’m going to hurt you, silly,” he told her.
They took a few cautious steps down the small hill until they were right
up next to the river. Federica struggled to stay upright in her heels and let
out a sigh of relief when they sat down. She wobbled a bit lowering herself
to the ground but her hand reached out and felt a small rock that she held
on to, steadying herself.
She turned to look at Giorgio, and it was a little hard to make out his
was it, the perfect night, exactly how she planned it. She could feel the blood
pumping through her veins; she just wanted him to make his move already.
“Federica…” Giorgio began, but trailed off. His eyes found their way
through the maze of darkness and met hers. Then he closed them and
began to lean in, his lips coming together. Federica could feel the blood
in her ears, in her toes, rushing through her body. Her hand tightened its
grip on the rock as she leaned in to meet Giorgio’s lips. As soon as they
connected she knew it was meant to be. The perfect moment.
Now!
Federica picked up the rock and smashed it against Giorgio’s head with
all her strength. She felt his lips slacken and he fell backwards against
the damp grass of the riverbank. She jumped on top of him and grabbed
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his neck between her hands. She moved his head towards the river and
threw it under the water. Her grip tightened on his neck. The beating of
her heart and the rush of her blood drowned out the noise of the river
trickling downstream.
“Die, bastardo, die!” She yelled, not caring if anyone was around to hear.
what seemed like hours, she realized his chest had stopped moving, he was
fell back off his body, lying down on the grass. She wiped the sweat off her
forehead and sucked in the cool night air.
She had never felt such a rush before. Such a feeling of pure undiluted
ecstasy.
Something approached Giorgio’s body in the river and Federica let out
a laugh as a nutria emerged from the water and sat on Giorgio’s chest,
Federica continued to breathe as the adrenaline coursed through her
veins. Everything had gone just as she had imagined from the second she had
stepped into that classroom. She hoped her father would be proud of her.
He was the boy who would change her life forever.
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RUPTURED
PAIGE BREAUX

Deep purple
Splattered against empty skin
Sinking like ink
into notebook pages
or faded dusty grey
a leftover scorch mark
seared into a kneecap
Blended colors
like skies expecting storms
or a curious stain smashed into the rug.
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HEARTBREAK IN
SPANISH CHATSPEAK
S.L. MALONEY

My mother lived in Paris (Texas)
with a father who ate beer cans
and had a hammer-swinging anger,
a sister from south Nebraska
who drank tobacco soup,
and a dog that ran into a saw when she was ten.

My mother lived in Paris (Texas)
when Kevin moved from Argentina
to announce that RCA Communications
had created transatlantic circuits
from NY to London to prevent
what grandma called her obligatory saudade Sundays.
My mother lived in Paris (Texas)
when she got a transcity circuit from
Kevin in the grocery store aisle
that spoke a language she thought
was French because of the
way he said goodbye with the multilingual a2.
My mother lived in Paris (Texas)
when I was born into spandex
and confusion as she lied to tell me
the face tattooed on her back
was a man the president had
told to go home because he had birthed me illegally.
My mother lived in Paris (Texas)
when I turned 12 and found
that man at a grocery store down
the street with her empty face
tattooed on his back and
a cellphone in his hand as he wrote to my face a2.
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BRADBURY
S.L. MALONEY

the Bradbury stands tall,
surrounding itself among friends:
Shakespeare,
Wordsworth,
the untimely Oscar Wilde.
its carefully creased spine
stretches itself upwards,
reaching towards the tall lamp that lights the loft.
among this carefully carved shelf
words
thoughts
feelings
pour forth from great minds.
horror
hope
dismay
page page page page.
the Bradbury
stark against the rest,
stands red
in a sea of greens,
greys,
and awful yellows.
its font tells of Roman descent,
its catch the name it bears.
this is her collection of dreams;
this is her childhood fantasy.
“Good night,” she says.
“Good night,” said Fiorello Bodoni.
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SUMMER SNOW
DANIEL SCHWARTZ

The sun says to itself, “I am an orphan.”
Having no alternative, it leaps through this window
into a time in which we gamble
away our feelings like a man
alone at a blackjack table.
A gun to the back of those eyes
killing even the dream of the life foreclosed.
Beauty, as though held
settles fatally, our inner selves caught
beneath the ice of our faces.
This used up day leaves us clean,
the light draining as from a tub—
stained with feelings that are only thoughts
like a lost kite, missing to alien to nothing.
We watch intently as this depressed sky plucks itself,
as the sympathetic streets and roofs turn white.
What else? To stab oneself
with a bladeless pain, such is the proud gait
of a motherless colt; as from this cut lantern
a dancing cage of shadows
holds our happiness.
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PORTRAIT
DANIEL SCHWARTZ

Cold like rock beneath the clear
the what hung like a portrait of holy
nowhere no one is shown.
Tiny, inside
the amber cross of present time
faultless, like a family photo
never taken
of a family, stolid and forsaken:
you. Of this mammoth
moth-eaten statue your absence is
you, this tiny missing foot hunted
by cold collectors
who would keep you you
in vain at the cost of the restoration
of the whole. Who but you
would deny them this?
Filthily addicted to a portrait
of the family.
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MORNING
SICKNESS
DION BEARY

The sun comes careening out of Ballantyne, leaving trails of vinegar in its

Through Myers Park and Midtown, through the intersection of Trade and
Tryon, decked out in war paint, soaked in bravado
You will wake up with him in your bed, spooning with you, hand cupping
your breast, whining for a quickie before you go to work, and how arrogant
gasoline rainbows in the gutter of the sky
We will exchange germs on the lip of the day’s tilting glass, but hold
nothing else in common
You will see transnational love, a mixed race couple kissing in Freedom
Park, one from Toronto, one from Seoul
The Canadian will whisper to his sweetheart, “I will love you until the stars
fall down,” before making a list of gender neutral baby names for their
foregone conclusion of a child
I will hear two teenagers in faux fur hats argue over whose misplaced
nostalgia is longer, thicker

“I dreamed of putting the Challenger back together with my bare hands.”
But you and I will share the spittletinged sunrise
You will feel a pulse between your legs, pumping from your Asheville heart,
the dull and rhythmic throbbing of a bass drum kicked in the background
of an indie band I’ve never heard of
You will drop acid with a guy who looks like John Lennon, who has a tattoo
that reads HOLLAND, 1945, and you will smell the spirit of Haight Ashbury
stale on his breath, and wonder if you should take your parents up on that
offer they give you every Thanksgiving and Christmas: “Pick a major, any
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major at all, and we’ll pay for it. Just go back to school.”
I will stand on the balcony of a beach house in Wilmington, memories I
have yellowed with my smoking rising up behind my eyes, of the Christian
and the hippie and the airhead who used to love me, who are all in Florida
now, in Boca Raton, in Miami, in St. Petersberg
I will hum A Case of You in a 747 as it passes over Kitty Hawk
But you and I will both be annexed by the imperialist sunrise
You will move north of the Mason Dixon with two leather suitcases,
wearing a sundress covered in stars and planets, holding underneath your
right arm that red and white composition notebook we used to exchange
love letters back in Seven Springs where we went to high school
I will wander around Plaza Midwood on New Year’s Eve with the
transsexual anarchists, listen to the chains that gnaw against the recycled
them into the sketchier bars
I will taste the Marlboro Menthols on the roof of my mouth, running
my tongue along the ledges of the landscape in search of nicotine and
carcinogens, thinking about Auntie Mavis who died at forty of lung
cancer, and I will wonder which friends will still visit me when the chemo
has me too sick to leave my bed
That will be my day, and that will be yours, and we will share no stories

and public schools, about the way you arouse me like the moon arouses
the clashing Atlantic snuggled up against the Outer Banks, about that
visited your apartment
But mostly about the vagueness of the curtain that closes out every
Sunday night, and about the rainclouds looking down on the parade
wherein we watch the procession of the piss-soaked sunrise
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CLEARING THE
BACKYARD
JOSHUA JONES

The wild grapes ate the arbor Dad put up
across the gravel path; the arm-thick vines
held onto rotting wood. The railroad tie
retaining walls that kept the garden’s soil
from silting in the grass cracked in the grip
of purpletop, witchgrass, and stray onions.
less tame than when he set the fence posts in.
So I cut down the arbor with the axe

I pulled the weeds as best I could and left
a pile of trash bags by the road. The house
sold after that, with me already gone.
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FROG GIGGING
JOSHUA JONES

Thick and fat the cattails wag chest high
above the muck. Camoed and vested—a new
crucifer—I grip the gig with both hands
sweating.

I watch its jowls puff taut as it squats in the sand,
both frog and I unsure of what to do.

Thrust and twist. Got him! Bag full by the ride
home.
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HOOKING UP
CATHERINE MALCYNSKY

You wouldn’t say it to a little boy
(Or little girl)
Watching a beloved Beta swirl down the roaring U-bend.
How could you ever understand
Shelly’s eyes, small and vapid?
And would you dare say it to Shelly herself,
As she is drowned by the very air she breathed –
The water around her plastic castle?
The truth to it evaporates
More and more every day;
What with global warming boiling the weak ones,
Humans poaching the dumb ones (for the halibut),

Even when you’re small in a small pond, you learn
That if you’re not careful, you won’t notice
The tides changing from high to low
Until the scrutinizing sun comes up.
But when you’ve been on the line enough times,
You can tell when you’re the catch of the day.
Your speech bubbles break the surface
I am off the hook,
Free to purse my lips at the plenty of other
Fish in the sea
That I keep hearing so much about.
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SLIP OF TONGUE
KAT SORENSON

I made a new mistake today
that had never been in my repertoire
though I do make a lot of them.
Small ones like dropping the wine glass
that mother loved because her mother loved it.
Or big ones
or

that’s 15. I wasn’t counting
I misstepped on the road once,
almost died.
I was confused and acted too kind,
nearly ended up a wife.
It was restorative,
trying something new today.
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CALLING
PREDATOR “I”
JILL MCDONOUGH

My job was mostly to circle and stare and wait:
I called Predator I—I was here, and thousands of miles away.
Sometimes my shift would end but I’d want to stay
on. See it through. Keep the bad guys in my sights.
Just sit tight, circle and stare and wait
while the next pilot hung out, watched, cheered me on. I’d say
what I saw to the analysts, wait to hear I was right.
I already called Predator I—thousands of miles away
I’d be banking, turning. Or just still, still there. I’d stay
on the spot; watch, report, unseen hours of their time.
I could continue to circle and stare and wait
all night, all day; all my shift, anyway.
I’d forget where I really was, how, which chunk of time.
I already called Predator I; thousands of miles away
I paid closer attention than at home with my kids, my day
But in my mind I’d still be circling, staring, waiting,
calling Predator I, thousands of miles away.
*after Lt. Col. Matt J. Martin, Predator: The Remote-Control Air War
over Iraq and Afghanistan: A Pilot’s Story
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BIN LADEN’S
BURIAL AND
THE BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATIVE
JOURNALISM
JILL MCDONOUGH

AP tells us no sailors watched,
traditional Islamic procedures
were followed. Someone praying
barefoot Allahu Akbar, O Lord forgive
this dead body. A man washing his body
with camphor water, then again with plain.
Bin Laden, the bad guy, washed clean. Wrapped
in a white sheet, placed in a weighted bag.
People lifted the board with his body, tipped
it so he slid to the sea. That month our Reapers
reduced one moving car in Doga Mada Khel
We seem to mostly kill the ones
we mean to kill. We killed Bin Laden—Obama
got Osama!—but our last drone strike
before Bin Laden died, killed 25:
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SIXTEEN THINGS
THAT KILLED
MICHAEL SMITH...
AND HE TOTALLY
DIDN’T SEE
COMING
MICHAELA PAPA

1. It was raining.
Michael Smith had a hole in his shoe that allowed for the corner of his
right sock to absorb a bit of puddle with each step. Even an hour in wet
socks made his stomach hurt. Michael had tried to dry his right sock, limp
with acid rain and sadness, but it simply remained damp. He had noticed
the issue as he was walking to his Prius that morning, but thought it would
be okay. He joked to himself that he could simply walk it off. Chuckling,
he pushed the power button and started his car. It yawned and politely
began to play a dubstep remix of “Imagine”.
2. Earlier that morning on Instagram he had seen a picture of Kanye in a
plaid shirt.
Michael couldn’t seem to replicate how Mr. West had so achieved such a
down. The parking lot was just as full as it always was when Michael
pulled in to work. After attempting to achieve his best West dress sleeves,
Michael came up with the idea for an article detailing the top sixteen
people to follow on Twitter; it would include a breakdown of who, what,
why, and a highest rating of four thumbs up.
3. As he waited for the elevator at 8:59, Michael took out his iPhone to
update his Facebook status.
Michael Smith is about to pitch a great idea! Not even a soggy sock can
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sending a picture of them to Kanye via Twitter. My attempt at Kanye
swag #Work #Sleeves #Shirt #Kanye #TypicalTuesday #MyJobSucks
wrote, Michael tweeted it at Kanye and started up to get organized for
the day of work ahead of him. He responded to the beginning-of-the-day
an article.
luck! #TuesdayTweets #LivinForTheTweekend #ThatDailyGrind #Work
#IsItLunchYet

how uncomfortable his sock was making him. He could hear the squeaking
as he repeatedly squashed his right big toe against his insole, squelching
out tiny bits of water from the wool. Laura hung up the phone. They
exchanged pleasantries, Michael told her he wanted to write an article
on the top sixteen people to follow on Twitter. She told him it had been
done before so he better put a spin on it. “Seriously, Mitchell. I want your
heart and soul in this piece–if it doesn’t stand out…well…hashtag it better.”
Michael agreed whole-heartedly and walked out.
4. Back at his computer, Michael did extensive Twitter research.
He Googled, he Wikipedia’d, he consulted Ask.com answers. Michael
Just realized that dead

Michael opened up his Facebook page.
on the internet Michael had found an article on record sales exorbitantly
increasing upon the death of the artist. His phone buzzed, alerting him
of an email from Twitter—somebody had tweeted at him. @MikeyMike
Everybody knows the best way to get people to know your shit is to
Did
everybody know this, Michael wondered? Was death the secret to a
successful life? Twitter said so. He would have to check further sources.
Michael opened up his Facebook page again.
6. Facebook Status Update 1:56 PM: Michael Smith is realizing the literal

7. By 4:45 Michael had composed a list of people to follow on Twitter.
His coworker said Michael’s article had an “acceptable-for-an-internetpublication” amount of sources and credibility attached to each reason
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listed. He read “21 Reasons Your Cat Is Your Best Friend” (the highest
trending post of the day–nobody killed the internet game like cats.)
Michael looked at pictures of his childhood cat who had died three years
ago, searched Tumblr for pictures of kittens, and left work at 4:59.
8. Still, nobody had liked his Facebook status. Walking up his
driveway Michael avoided several near-cavernous puddles. He
grabbed his phone from his pocket as he was almost up his path.
Drafting a tweet he wrote: Avoiding puddles #LikeABoss #Seriously
As he went to click “Tweet”
front step and Hide-A-Key rock.

Tweet.
He pulled off his wet socks before he even made if off the “Welcome
Home” doormat he bought from a thrift shop. Setting down his messenger
bag and taking off his coat, Michael quickly melted into a Snuggie-coated
blob on the couch.
Michael never watched television, but was consistently invested in
what was not being shown: to him, anything even remotely good. Nothing
Michael’s childhood friend
Josh texted him asking if he wanted to do something tonight. Michael
more Twitter followers and earn a spot on his own list of top people to
follow.
9. Michael wanted to be a person to follow on Twitter. He wanted to be
somebody notable. To him, he saw that as an achievement, as a goal…
one he would actually work towards.
Waiting for new
followers, Michael scrolled through Reddit. Nothing. And, still nobody had
liked his Facebook post from that morning. He got an email to notify him
that received an email to his spam folder.
10. Twitter update 6:14 PM:
#MikeMakesMistakes
He had picked up some tricks from reading celebrities Twitters all day.
saved them for special occasions, as they cost $7 per small container.
Despite knowing there was a way to make them for himself with fresh kale
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of effort to Michael.
back to the couch, sitting down as his phone buzzed.
11. One new follower. And somebody had tweeted at him. Score.

12. Riding the high off a new follower, Michael Instagrammed a picture of
his cat Big Bub.
Big Bub walked across the edge of the couch to Michael and curled
around his owner’s neck. Michael spat cat fur out of his mouth, sending
off
Big Bub, realizing Michael
wasn’t going to pet him, hopped off and became best friends with a
wrapper for a protein bar that had fallen out of the garbage.
13. Four new followers.
#Cat #BestBud #CATS
14. Seven new followers.
#Agency #Meow
15. Twenty new followers.
This earned Michael a celebratory dance. He grabbed a bag of pretzels
from the kitchen and blasted “Friday” through his palm-sized portable
iPhone attachment speakers. Good thing my #cat likes #Friday just as
much as I do! #BigBub #Dancing #Kittenz4Lyf
16. Big Bub was in the bedroom hacking up a fur ball as Michael inhaled
to belt the chorus of “Friday,” choked on a pretzel,
and died.
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WAR

HANNA ROSE KATZ
Slumber in bunk beds
and lost on lovers and mothers
who loved us once. Balancing acts
and trees on stilts carry me
through artillery killing cardinals
above my pillow. We climb
the willow tree on our knees
praying Mama’s shot misses us
blind to papa’s liquor
destroying our decayed bedposts.
Hospital beds held up
by cinderblocks, tidied by nurses
in red scrubs who spread their wings
to protect me when Mama tries collecting
my body broken by bullets
and busted bottles.
My voluntarily thrashing hands
tied against sidebars
trying to spin my stories Mama smoked
in her cigarettes long ago,
keeping them silent, compliant
and I’m a soldier
I march past the trenches we slept in,
our beds made for loving
live bodies we would never see
again. Crimson stains
are sheets tangled at our feet
we weep over scars on our skin
and slashed hearts.
We aren’t supposed to cry.
We are taller
than we used to be and Mama
isn’t the one aiming at us anymore.
Cigarette butts and bottles
surround me, spinning,
and I stand at attention.
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SUSURRUS
MARWA SAYED

i woke up at one o’clock in the morning
to the sound of the sea rushing by.
slowly, slowly reclaim. Had I a time
when the seas were solemn and the
horses free, then this trouble, too, would
dancing in the sun. Softly, softly sifting

never had I seen a sky so green.
a time ago, I was free. But held so
tight onto this spinning world.
have lost their gleam. Hardly a day
teeth dug in and brow set, verdigris eyes ablaze.
this is the life I must lead. Once,
i waited to live. Now that time is past,

i shall step on stones with moth-wing feet
and revel in a world, now once more complete.
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THE DANCE
SOFIA ZOCCA

Will you waltz with me
Through daffodils and aster
Through soft velvet scent
Will you waltz with me
Through the sharp thorns and briars

Will you waltz with me
Even when the spinning stops
But we still hold on
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TROPEA
SOFIA ZOCCA

skipping barefoot through dew-kissed blades of grass
careening down the windy spiral to the ocean
dab some turquoise
some lime mint
and cobalt sapphire
splashing fearlessly into salty walls of foam
somersaulting in a bubbling home over coral shells and cream spattered pebbles
mix the sunshine
with mango sorbet
dash of rice covered coffee
the tide tiptoes in and the wave grows up
and the tide crashes out and dribbles away

of salsa red dances
and the island of childhood
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THE CHAIR
EMILY SONNELAND

I always loved my grandfather’s hands.
The way the veins made reverse canyons on the tops of his hands.
We’d sit in his chair by the window and I’d trace them, imagining them as
unmapped rivers that only I knew. I imagined him healthy and young and
brimming with life, the way he was when my father was younger. Instead
though, he was old and greying, and we sat in his chair and he told my
about his own adventures, the ones that came before me. Sometimes
varicose veins that graced the tops of his hands.
My favorite story was how he and my grandmother met. They’d been
at a dance and she, tired of answering the same questions of “where are
you from?” or “what’s your major”, made up a story about her troubled past
with her alcoholic father digging for oil in Alaska. I never could remember
what happened on that second date, how she’d gotten around to telling
him that everything he currently knew about her was a lie. Maybe I did ask
him, but I’ve forgotten now. After they got married, they lived in a little
apartment in Midtown, near where my brother now lives with his wife. He
was a young doctor and my grandma was writing for Life
an old weathered copy of the now extinct magazine, I scour the pages to
see if her name is there, it never is.
He’d tell me about the sailing trip they’d taken me on when I was three
months old, how I was the youngest person they’d ever taken on a sailboat
in the Gulf of California. I’d always secretly hoped that I still held that
record. He’d tell me about the dolphins that swam along the boat, and how
I spent the entire trip smiling, didn’t cry, not even once. My grandmother
always kept the picture of me smiling happily under my little sunhat on her
desk, I wish I could relive those days.
When I grew older he told me different stories. He told me how he
left his bride of six months to join the army and didn’t coming back for
he’d escaped only by chance, they’d taken a wrong turn, and the second
arriving at Dachau hours after it’d been freed, he saw bodies of naked
the prisoners beat up their guard, he took pictures of the camp, but my
grandmother had thrown them away. He seemed glad that she had, they
were too much for anyone to look at. He told me about Patton, how he
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swore all the time and he felt sorry for all the nurses who had to listen to
his foul language, but how Patton would go right up to the front lines in his
tank. They respected him a lot.
“You were always in a perpetual state of fear. Anybody who says they
weren’t afraid was a damn liar...We didn’t know what morale was; we just
knew we had to be there.”
I felt guilty knowing I would never know that kind of fear.
I never knew him as the soldier or the doctor, I knew him as the
constant tease (we always joked that grandmother really deserved a medal
for putting up with him for all those years), who’d always play board games
with me and feign indignance when he’d let me win, or the grandpa who’d
let me steer the sailboat they owned on the lake an hour from their house.
I loved that boat more than anything. I loved how it felt to feel the boat
tip dangerously low to the water, the rush of the wind as the boat glided
across the lake. My favorite place was always at the very front of the boat,
like a mermaid, dangling my feet over the open water. After we’d traversed
the lake over and over again, we’d change into our swimsuits and he’d
let me push him in. They’d let my brother and I sit in the dinghy as they
pulled us into the bay with the osprey nests and I’d fall asleep sandwiched
between my siblings, gently lulled by the rocking of the boat, and with the
feeling that everything was exactly as it was meant to be.
There wasn’t anything he didn’t want to know more about. Even if my
own stories seemed boring to me, he wanted to hear them. He wanted to
hear about school, what I liked, what I didn’t, if I liked my classes, what
I was thinking about for college. My family always joked that he’d never
known a day of apathy in his life, but it was true, I don’t think he ever had.
He was always curious, always questioning, always wanting to know more.
Once my grandparents went to France to visit my sister, and one day they
were walking on the beach and my sister and grandma realized he wasn’t
walking with them anymore. They turned around and there he was having
a conversation with a french surfer putting on his wetsuit.
“Grandpa, what were you doing?”
“I was asking him about his surf board.”
“Well, did he speak any English?”
“No.”
“Well, did you speak to him in French?”
“Of course not, I don’t know any French.”
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I know he wasn’t perfect. I know there were times he’d fallen short as
a father, heard the ways my own father had talked about him, but I only
knew him as a grandpa, I only knew him as love. I only ever got to see him
at his best, in his chair, smiling, reading the paper knowing he’d always set
aside the comics for me whenever we came to visit, taking me out to see
his rose garden, making sure I got the biggest scoop of ice cream.
His chair’s gone now though, he sits in a different one now in a little
home in Idaho, white leather but all wrong, different. The sailboats gone,
the rose garden is gone, he still gets the paper everyday, and sometimes
remembers to set out the comics for me.
No one ever warned me that as you grow up everything begins to break
a little. His brain started wavering when I was in high school, questions he
asked at the beginning of dinner would be repeated two or three times,
and then six, or seven as it grew worse. I still answered them every time,
realizing it was better to answer him with a big wide smile than tell him
he’d already asked that.
“Yes, grandpa. I’m in my senior year now. I do like school, I like it a lot.
I have a lot of really wonderful friends. I’m going to school in Boston next
year, that’s where you went. Do you remember? I’m going just across the
river though, you’ll have to come visit sometime. We can go sailing.”
I’d taken for granted that life would keep on going once I left. When
grandma was gone in three days. Everything was wrong, different, and
breaking, breaking, breaking. Christmas was always my favorite time of
year (it was the one time everyone in my family was together) but now that
was changing, too. My grandma was gone, my brother wouldn’t be there
next year, even the bakery they’d always gone to every Christmas morning
stopped making the currant scones they always bought which seems silly
in hindsight, but it was tradition and now it’s gone. I hadn’t come to terms
with change, with losing, with dying, yet.
He’d sat there that Christmas a bit bewildered.
“Where’s my wife? I know she’d love to be here. Do you want me to go
get her?”
I cried and cried and cried. The world was changing, without my
consent. I know that soon he will be gone, too. What’s left then? He still
teases me and asks me questions, but it’s different. He knows it, too. I
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couldn’t think of anything worse than slowly realizing that you were trying
to win a losing battle, he knows that his body will eventually beat him. I
know that mine will, too. Everything he’d worked for, lived for, loved, will

I hate all the things he will miss. I hate that I’m jealous of how much
more time my siblings and cousins got to spend with him. He will never
see me graduate college, cap and gown, big smile, searching for them in
the crowd. He will never see me walk down the aisle, white gown, rosy
cheeks, happy. He will never meet his great-grandkids, my children. I’m
to them. That words can only tell so much about a person, that they can
barely scratch the surface. How can I make them love someone they never
fully knew? I wish the entire world could know him, know him fully, love
him. Or at least I wish he could’ve at least met my friends, everyone I know.
It was impossible to know him and not love him, not feel like he wanted to
know your story and ask you questions, that was how he loved.
I cried the last time I saw him, before I headed back to school for the
ask me how I was. The last time he’d pull me in for a hug, the last time I’d
see his entire face light up with a smile. I cry every time I see him now,
I can’t help it, I’ll never come to terms with death. Some things haven’t
changed though. The last time I was there, we sat and watched a recording
of the symphony, and he gleefully mimicked the conductor with our
intertwined hands from his chair.
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PERSIMMONS
MIKE JEWETT

We fall hunting for laurels,
shredding
our purple bruises
into rose hips.

cracked irreparable.
Our lives of lavish luxury
lives as lapis lazuli.
The banks of the Ipswich
call out:
silhouettes behind birch bark.
Remember
how we used to swim
her waters;
tread her auric ebb?
We aim at deer, at ripening
persimmons. They chew
the fruit pretty.
We aim at killdeer.
Kiss a wasp.

under Laniakea eyes.
As midnight, we are

we imagine fucking
Lauren Bacall from behind,
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speaking and kissing in tongues,
her mouth tasting

breathing the snow
melting
down her rose hips.
We stuff the stuff of nightmares
into a cardboard box.
We howl at solar winds and polar vortexes.
We are a vesica; both/and
We fall hunting for laurels,
adolescent pulsars with persimmon eyes.
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LEAD BELLY
MIKE JEWETT

Brutal bluesman kill a man,
he go to prison once, twice,
appeal for pardon in a song.
Sweet swamplands savage,
he here to play you concerts
in between him murders.
Primitive Louisianian
him thick accent
& him
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SHUT-IN
BRIAN M. ANDERSON

Nothing really mattress, said the bed.
Couldn’t chair less, said the desk.
So-fa, so bad, said the couch with a laugh.
You’re just full of bright ideas today.
Don’t quit your day-bed, said the lamp
who sat on the nightstand.
It’s okay to cry. They won’t be able to tell
as long as you’re with me, said the sad sack of a showerhead.
He was always my favorite.
Don’t try to think. Please, don’t even blink.

Then the kitchen calls my name.
Don’t you need a midnight snack?
Don’t be stupid. Of course, you do.
You know what happens if you don’t come back?
That’s right, I will go bad. I need you.
But you need me so much more, don’t you?
And they wonder why the windows keep me boarded up.
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BRIDGE

AMBER ROSE WALSH

pursuing toxic adventures for the sake of art—
here goes nothing, and everything
this realm of my existence is so separate from the other parts,
mischief in mustard but caring always for half-moons
inside and outside of famous avenues,
treading along unwinding rivers
to a purgatory paradise populated by twenty somethings
looking for archaic pleasures and long lost lovers
in gold straw youth-infused hysteria—
it’s poisonous only if you swallow it,
that’s why he let me rest on his poet’s tongue
only for act II scene I of a series
of unending sequences of repeat rendezvous
in scarlet rooms unhinged
i drew all over his sordid september soul
that would always remind me of
morphine mirror musings,
abject clearance of offenses
at the sound of his inexplicable
voice, my pale-faced muse
who i have not yet found
and perhaps i never will.
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MINE

AMBER ROSE WALSH

promises of coffee on blank afternoons
when cascades invisible danced down my face—
he said you’ll always have nineteen eyes
though my soul felt much older than i ever dreamed i’d grow
under mimosa trees catching spinning wheels on my tongue in august hot
when you were only a shade in the future unforeboding to my little
rabbit’s heart content within and without you always sitting on the fence
i asked you real big
won’t you come and sit with me darling
and you’d sing yes ma’am and we’d pick daisies dozens
and give them to our mothers but never to each other
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THE COLD
SHOULDER
MARIAN EIBEN

Boston is melting, they showed it on TV –
Lakes of water, swelling on the street corners.
You can go swimming on the Common, take a dip next to city hall.
Children’s bright plastic playthings
surfacing from their burrows, hide-and-seek champions.
The metro reemerged almost fully operational:
a ferrying beacon trudging down Beacon through slush –
shepherding attitude-toting passengers
to the tune of a language lost of r’s.
Lights bounce off the mirrored cobblestones,
blurry world under black rainboots.
The duck tours have never been so relevant.
Your New Englanders tip their hats to the harbor,
a new appreciation for how easy the boats make it look –
tea in hand, laughing at the irony
as the water riots, rising around their feet,
drowning the city in revolution.
Boston is melting, and it’s been so long –
since you were able to walk outside,
free from frostbite-fears. Your earmuffs sulk
under the edge of the couch; gloves, unmatched,
anything else to keep you warm anyway,
except your cup of cozy chamomile.
Your teeth are probably a stain darker, too.
Winter was brutal in Boston. You welcome the mud of spring
with your optimistic slice-of-melon smile.
Any price for the sun you think –
crane your head up and wink –
gently scooping water from the moat beneath your front stair.
When winter started you were ready for the hibernation – a little isolation –
concentration on the nation of you.
And every icicle that tried to latch off your windowpane –
collecting in admiration – was swiftly severed
with the bindings of your only lover.
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You continued reading; sliding the glass down,
sealing off the world and never losing your place.
Your vocal chords strained to thank the postman
every afternoon – until he stopped coming,

Boston is melting, yet my phone stays silent –
I keep sliding to check your weather report
watching the degrees rise in a city far away from mine.
Sometimes I send a message,
from another device
just to hear the ding sing – ringing echoes off the walls,
lingering in the air – making sure it still works.
For months I’ve been blaming mother nature:
Her isolated snow-globe, sitting high up on a shelf.
I pictured your post-apocalyptic reality –
torn down telephone poles – satellite dishes reduced to ‘cicle-shields –
prohibiting outside interaction.
my white Subaru and snow-shovel javelin,
racing to save you from the hostile frost. I was nowhere
near the blizzard, yet my ears still tingle,
numb from the exposure to the chill.
frozen where you left them, waving goodbye.
I fear that my winter is far from over,
so I’ll put on a few extra pairs of socks,
and keep my eyes out for signs of my shadow.
Boston might be melting – but I still haven’t heard from you.
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GRINGO’S
FAMILY MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
KRISTEN GAST

Durango was one of those dusty border towns on the western edge
of Texas where everything seemed timeless. The sun rose and set at
almost the same time every day, stretching across the sky from six in the
morning to eight at night, until it fell back below the horizon. It must have
experienced something similar to a winter, but there never was evidence
of any change in the weather or season. No matter what month or year you
found yourself there, you would see its leather-faced inhabitants lounging
on their lawns or riding their bikes through its cracking streets.
gotten us lost on the way home from our annual hiking trip. We were sent
to Gringo’s Family Mexican Restaurant, the only establishment in town
where anyone spoke any English. It was a small place, and the carpets
looked as if they had not been cleaned in several years, but the staff was
welcoming, and the tacos were better than any I had ever had. Moreover,
It wasn’t that she was pretty, per se. She was thicker than all the
girls back home, and her left eye drooped when she smiled. But she had
fantastic ideas, and when she spoke, she spoke with a certainty that would
have scared all my friends. She was new and interesting, and I was drawn
to her right from the start.
The restaurant was slow that day — I think it always was — so she sat
about her life. She was fourteen, but she had already been working there
for two years, bussing tables and washing dishes. Her sister’s husband’s
cousin owned the restaurant, and he paid her $200 a week under the table.
When I left, we kept in touch, her sending me letters every week and
me replying back to them once a month. The summer after I received
getting back home until well after midnight. From that point on, I visited
every year or so, picking her up at a park down the street from her house
in the morning and dropping her off at Gringo’s in time for dinner.
We never slept together. We barely even touched. A month after her
eighteenth birthday, she kissed me while we were pulled over on the side
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of an empty highway, and we never mentioned it again. Mostly, we just
drove. Sometimes we talked — about our dreams, about our need to get
out of our hometowns, about all the places we would go and all the things
we would do if we could drop everything and never come back. Other
times, we were silent, her in the passenger seat, me driving, and both of us
staring ahead at the open road.
A year after I graduated from college, I was still living at home and had
picked up a job selling carpet cleaning services to local businesses. One
afternoon on my lunch break, I received a call from Anita begging me to
pick her up. I told my boss I wouldn’t be able to come in the next day and
left that night. When I got to Durango, I had to drive around for a half
backpack and a brown paper bag on her lap. I rolled down my window, and
she asked me to come inside.
“Are you okay?”
She nodded but didn’t offer any sort of explanation. I tried again.
“Look, Anita, if there’s something wrong—”
“Are you sure? On the phone, you sounded…”
I trailed off, and she looked up at me. Her eyes seemed to sag on her
face, and it was all I could do not to grimace when I looked at her.
“How long have we been saying we were going to leave and never look
back?”
The question sounded rhetorical, so I opened my mouth but didn’t
reply.
“We’ve been talking about it for seven years now, but… Here we are.”
She looked around. “Here I am.”
“I thought you liked working at Gringo’s.”
“I do.”
“Then what’s the problem?”
“You know what the problem is. It’s not Gringo’s.”
We were both silent. I stood to get water, and when I sat back down,
she resumed talking.
“Look, like I said before, we’ve been discussing leaving for seven years
now, but we still haven’t. And today, I was sitting at the park and thinking
about that, and I realized that if we don’t just do it, we never will.”
“Do what?”
“Leave.”
“Leave?”
“Yes.”
“You want to just go? Now?”
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“Yes.”
“Go where?”
Anywhere.”
“Anywhere isn’t a place. Where would we go? Europe? Mexico?”
“Sure.”
“You don’t have a passport, and I don’t speak Spanish.”
“So? We would make it work. I speak Spanish. You have a degree.”
“What would we do there?”
“Does it matter?”
“Yes. It does.”
we’d dance, and we’d start a garden.”
“And we’re gonna live on that? On tomatoes and poetry?”
“No.”
“Are we going to get jobs? Are we gonna do the exact same thing over
there that we’re doing here?”
“No!”
Her face was red, and I sat back, quiet. She took a couple deep breaths
and hundred dollar bills fell out, a couple sliding off the table and onto
“I cleared out my bank account.” She said. “I’ve been saving up for this. I
I looked at her for a long time before speaking. There was a small mark
on her hairline that I hadn’t noticed before, and I watched it dance every
time she took a breath. “And after that?”
Her hands hovered on the money for a second and then dropped to her
lap, and she shrugged. “I don’t know.”
We didn’t speak. After about an hour, the sun started to rise outside,
its rays climbing through the dirty glass of Gringo’s windows and making
their way toward us. The heat warmed my back, but I didn’t move until the
light hit Anita’s face and she stood. She didn’t say anything to me; she just
picked up the money and put it back in the bag. She cleaned off the table,
bringing the glasses back to the kitchen. When everything was the same as
when we’d walked in, she turned to me. “Can you take me home?”
I nodded.
The drive was short, and when we arrived, the sun still hadn’t fully risen
in the sky. She reached for the door handle, and I placed my hand on her
arm. She turned toward me.
“Maybe if we’d planned this. If I’d had a couple weeks notice, I could’ve
gotten some money together, settled my things back home.”
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She smiled weakly. “Maybe.” Then she exited the car and went inside.
I took the long way home and didn’t arrive back until late that
evening. When I went back to work the next day, my boss asked me if
her. Her brother-in-law picked up. “She left,” he said. I nodded and hung
up the phone.
It took a few years, but eventually I heard from her. I don’t know
a postcard in the mail. All it read was “miss you.” There was no return
address.
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CODOS
NINA MISRA

I imagine parting your lips would feel like dipping my hands into a bag of
uncooked rice,
starchy sweet,

I imagine you holding my papercut wrists, my papercut heart together
spaces,
just for a little while.
Baby girl, you’d say, when I’d consider asking you to help me pick up the
pieces.
Carrying them carefully, like a bird’s egg,
like the day no backward glances were cast,
eyes set, head set, a measured pace.
Stop it, dewdrop, as I held my breath, waiting for the pieces to drop again,
tiny cracks multiplying into a pattern like the afghan at the foot of my bed,
the way my hands splintered when you held them in yours.

the curves where I would nestle my head,
the warm folds where I’d hide,
the sinkholes and leaks you’d try to patch up, to stop up.
Listen to me, honeysuckle girl.
Your elbows are too sharp,
that feel like they were once part of you, but left;
no backward glances cast.
Imagine this love-crumb:
I like it when you’re soft.
Then it doesn’t feel like you’ll shatter when I touch you—
Listen,
just fold up, baby girl.
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NANNY
RYAN CLINESMITH

Cocoa butter mixed with body odor
Surrounds me with comfort.
I see her hair hidden behind cloth
Lumped by twists and braids.
Tied together
We dance.
Strolling by a park with elephants
Spitting water.
Coming to a school
Stopping by a mall.
The stroller crawls
A concoction,
Of summer

Into memory.
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CANCER BLOOD
ZOË FAY-STINDT

Cancer eats at my family’s bones, at our tissues,
and has for years. It becomes a Fay tradition –
Grandma Jean’s spirit caught in her collection of pig statuettes
that stare from our shelves, my mother’s remission an echoing ripple
peeling off the river in front of my childhood home.
It spreads around us, reaches outside of Fay blood.
Years ago, after a new city, a fresh divorce
and a school full of unmade connections,
I sat on the deck listening to my father’s news:
Megan, who will always be pink and full in my mind,
for her decaying 17-year-old body.
that sat in my stomach, incongruent with the curvy, loud-voiced girl
sneaking me cookies summers before,
secretly calling boyfriends during our sleepovers.
At her memorial we wore pink hats.
funerals and memorials and group therapies
all waving over me in my high school confusion.
Now, after the surgeries, the radiation, after a couple of her vertebrae snap,
I push my mom out of the hospital in a wheelchair. She is weak
from the years, from appointments, from placing her cane
into a pothole, twisting her ankle.

holding her left breast against the pain.
I cross my arms over mine.
We still don’t know how to do this.
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I FOUND GOD IN
MY UNDERWEAR
THIS MORNING
ZOË FAY-STINDT

I found God in my underwear this morning
as I pulled them back on, arched back,
watching the freckle on your chest rise with breath.
I won’t invite you anywhere, won’t ask you
to watch me read at my recital. I keep your tongue
on speed dial, even if it doesn’t work hard enough
and doesn’t have much talent – you don’t have patience,
but I don’t need much. I need broad shoulders
for between my teeth, lips brushed over my skin
as a wakeup call before I abandon you, return to myself,
spitting out last night’s gum like a rejected eucharist into your trash.
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THE MATCH
MARK J. MITCHELL

Let’s start our game of rounded squares.
Pick up your dice. That broken piece—
I know the dice are spotless. Just
roll them anyway, then repeat
the throw and move. You go from there
to here. Now stop. It’s my turn, so
I’ll blow on the cubes for luck, like
you know. Now I’ll just close my eyes
and drop a marker here and take
a card—for truth—from your tarot.
You play again. Pretend that my
small trick is fair. The object’s not
to win but wrap the game in fog
before you spot my furtive nod
to those men behind that black cloth.
It’s just drama, to make your eyes
slide off the board. They won’t hurt you.
Now count the corner spaces, then
it’s my turn again. This is fun,
don’t you think? Your card is the nun
and mine the tower. You rolled ten!
This won’t hurt. Lucky, lucky you.
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DECADENT ART
MARK J. MITCHELL

She wrote her name
in obscene Latin
across a wailing wall.
Not that one—
Just some crumbling masonry
crying out for her name.
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ŒNONE
ZOE KEMPRECOS

When the sun comes out, we go sit on the sand. By the waterside we
pour out the drinks we made at the house, all sweet and sharp. The pizza
we just pulled off the oven rack is thin-crusted how we like it, enough olive
oil on it to taste like home.
Look at you, all lying on the blanket we spread out. Look at how the
light grows on you, you grow right back on the light. You never seem to
tan, winter child.

swimming out past the buoy-line and feeling danger brush our kicking
feet. We take our swimsuits off underwater, what a tease, there’s no one
here to tell us off. Drove down the dirt road a mile to get here, better enjoy
it while we can.
The salt from the beach we swam at this morning melts off in the pond
water. We go deep-diving under the dock through glowing murk. The
marine haze still in our eyes when we come up for air and haul ourselves
onto the planks.
You look me over, stretched out breathing slow, say, “The heat is kissing
that water right off you.”
I say, “None of your damn business.”
You, on your elbows, turn your face up so the sun can kiss you under
your jaw where I love. Pick inexplicable seaweed off your foot, where these
freshwater ponds get this stuff we wouldn’t know.
“When are you leaving?” I hear through my closed eyes.
“Whenever the next bus does, baby.”
“Yeah, right. And kiss all this goodbye.”
“Don’t believe me? I’m leaving and the void is coming for you.”
I feel your smile through the air that breathes around us. I roll over to
ritual we do not care to interrupt.
“I start next week. I’m here a few more days,” I say, but a heatstroke
yawn cuts me off.
You make your hmm-noise and through the latticework of my eyelashes
I see your face crinkle unhappy. I wiggle over across the scratchy beams,
put my chin on your sun-warm stomach. Say, “You could come.”
“Come where?”
“Come up for a few days before I start. We’ll go hiking, canoeing,
swimming. Make up for that never-was camping trip. Try to get you tan,” I
tease, but you just smile and don’t laugh.
“Have to work,” you say.
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calloused hand come up to my face and lean into it, kiss your palm. “It
wouldn’t kill you to take two days off, you know,” I say through the bubble
in my chest. The hope is that I can get the light just right, here on the dock
in the June warmth.
We breathe in the heady summer breeze as it climbs into our skin,
under our nails, into our hair. I scratch your scalp, you close your eyes and
hum, happy as I am. The simple things are the ones that get you: your hand
on my thigh, waking up a little and kissing half-asleep, always and again
the light in our eyes.
“I really can’t just not work and go on trips with you,” you say, hands still
running through my hair.
I know that, and I smile my okay. You won’t follow me where I’m going,
and I won’t stay where you are. I keep turning but the light does not get
stuck in your eyes the way it does in mine.
“Come here, I’m cold,” I say.
“You’re not cold,” and you crack a smile, but you come here anyway.
And when we climb out of the pond later, the stars sing silk-songs for
you as you take my hand, but I couldn’t get the light right and we get cold
without each other.
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I SET HER ON FIRE
ALEX RODRIGUEZ

Embers cackle in your ear
And whisper deeper in mine
Reality twitches.
Air convulses.
Walls [of your skull] in our house vibrate
to comfort your teeth
chattering with jackhammer rhythm.
Liquid slithers to congregate at your feet.

only thing escaped
past my point
My beloved puddle,
looking glass puddle dirtied from underuse –
I want to distill this puddle,
extract emotion that doesn’t burst
skin with blisters that balloon,
and brush it back into caring eyes.
I’ve no choice.
Who chooses to converse with a bush?
Our desert,
My sign,
drifting, lamb-white cloud,
drift through tar,
drift through dream,
drift through trachea,
drift, drift in your lungs.
Your actions drag my thumb
from your lips to
drag my head along sidewalks
paved in phosphorus, dragging spark
to warm our bed – for a life time
‘til gasoline-driven death do we part
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DORMSPEAK
ALEX RODRIGUEZ

casual yes to drinks,
to occasion to sit
cross-legged, sinking in a brown carpet prairie,
illuminated under midnight mac-light
whispering
“con una lengua, encandilándote”
You’re deaf to this language,
so my breath embosses braille
your neck
and my tongue
refuse to play translator.
Our egos must watch without subtitles,
decoding words after the scene’s already changed–
we’re out for a walk…
si
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